IDENTIFICATION,
PREVENTION, CONTAINMENT.
NOW AVAILABLE IN EIGHT COLORS.

The gold standard in
contamination control

ColorGuard identifies contents
and keeps them contained.
™

ColorGuard,™ is our innovative anodized
color-coding system that provides
immediate identification of contents
to prevent cross contamination. This
streamlines maintenance and
eliminates handling issues. Available
in eight distinct colors.
Drum Adapter Kits:
Drum Adapter Kits allow
breathers to be installed on any
storage tank or drum; there's
never been a cleaner, more
effective way to store, filter and
pump lubricants from a drum.
Unique design ensures all fluid
handling is managed through
one adapter. Anodized
aluminum adapters have quick
connects for pumping oil in and
out of drum. Single-port access
to the oil reduces contamination
as drum remains closed.
Off-line filtration units easily
connect to adapter without
ever disrupting the performance
of the breather.

Air Sentry®Breather Adapters
Domed Flange Adapter Kits:
Provides a low profile yet rugged way
to mount a 1” NPT desiccant breather
to a hydraulic reservoir.

Gearbox Adapter Kits:
Allows breathers to be installed on
any gearbox. Oil can be pumped in or
out without opening the gearbox to
atmosphere. Offline filtration, oil
changes and sampling can be
handled through the adapter. They
are a faster, simpler and cleaner way
to handle gear oils and reduce
ingression.

Hydraulic Reservoir
Adapter Kits:
Hydraulic Reservoir Adapter Kits
allow breathers to be installed
on any hydraulic fluid tank or
reservoir. The patent-pending
aluminum adapters have quick
connects in two sizes for
pumping oil in and out,allowing
the system to remain closed at
all times, dramatically reducing
contamination while improving
oil-handling safety. Off-line
filtration can also be connected
through the adapter without
ever disrupting the breather or
opening the tank.

airsentry.com
1-855-242-2792

The gold standard in
contamination control
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